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NASA released 45 photos on Sunday of the space shuttle
Challenger's smashed crew cabin, after they were made public by
'• Van Camp said th( New York artist Ben Sarao who sued under the federal Freedom
fInformation Act.
"ve cuts won't
ease
Sarao had submitted a Freedom of Information Act request
cial burd•en
on
It's not realistic f0r
the pictures in 1990. It was denied, appealed and then
e the subject of a federal lawsuit against the National
of education we're
said. He said many Aeronautics and Space Administration. The lawsuit was settled
earlier this month.
•vercrowded, taught
The pictures were taken after the crew cabin was recovered in
s assistants and
the Atlantic Ocean in 1986. The pictures include parts of an
' students via tape
airlock the astronauts passed for depressurization, parts of the
rear wall of the crew cabin and a window frame from the shuttle,
d news, Cal State NASA reported. Sarao released the photos to the New York
rustees approved a Times, which published one of them on Sunday.
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de majority of Los Angeles residents say that they believe

or $22 per quarter,

' will be able to handle any outbreak of violence resulting
i verdicts in the Rodney King and Reginald Denny beating
i Angeles Times poll has found.
-nine percent of the respondents said they are confident
officials and the LAPD can quell a major outbreak of
it occur; only 26 percent expressed doubt,
conducted Jan. 28 through Feb. 2, found the public
and hopeful as the potentially explosive trials in the
ny cases move forward. Jury selection began this
ral court in the prosecution of four Los Angeles
; accused of violating King's civil rights,
case may overlap with the scheduled March 15 trial date
hree black men charged with attempted murder of white
driver Denny at the onset of the April 29 riots. Denny's
g, like King's, was also videotaped and received worldwide
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Engineering group
nets $10,000 grant

Challenger Photos Released by NASA
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Yokozuna with manager Mr. Fuji and others appeared at the Spanos Center
on Sunday.

Senior Staff Writer
The Minority Engineering
Program (MEP) has received a
$10,000 grant from the Pacific
Telesis Foundation. The MEP is
dedicated
to
assisting
engineering students such as
women, Mexican-Americans,
African-Americans and NativeAmericans. According to Gary
Martin,
coordinator
of
cooperative education and
director of the MEP, the grant is
meant to "bolster underrepresented populations of
engineers, increase diversity
and abide by affirmative
action."
This money will provide
scholarships
for
eight
engineering students currently

participating in MEP. Seven
students will receive $1,000
scholarships and one student
will
receive
a
$2,000
scholarship. The remaining
$1,000 is set aside for the MEP
endowment.
UOP was recommended as a
recipient by Ranjit Sufi, a
Pacific Telesis engineer serving
on the MEP Industrial Advisory
Board. Pacific Telesis, in turn,
selects the students to receive
the scholarships. According to
Martin, the students are chosen
on the "basis of academic
potential, financial need and an
essay."
Martin believes that the
Pacific Telesis grant has
encouraged other donors to
(See Grants, page 8)

Janet
nominated
for Justice
post
Cory Bergman
Assistant News Editor

Central Valley Farmers Still to Face Water Rationing
Farmers along a broad swath of the Central Valley got the
official word on Monday that the drought is not over for them. It
roay never be. With reservoirs at a five-year high and plenty of
snow pile up in the Sierra, most cities and farms linked to the
state and federal water systems received good news earlier this
week— Deliveries in 1993 will rise from 50 percent to 100
t of normal.
thousands of farmers along the western flank of the ^ an
in Valley were instead told that for the third consecutive
:y can expect just a quarter of their predrought supplies,
cuts this time, however, are not dictated b> Mot tr
re, but by new state and federal mandates redirecting water
ailing

fish and wildlife.

targe Medicare Cuts Sought by Clinton
President Clinton will seek at least $35 billion in savings from
^edicare over the next four years by limiting paymen
jtators and hospitals, as well as by trying to increase premi
0r elderly

people with high incomes.
The proposed tax increases and budget cuts m van
Programs would save $500 billion to $550 bilhon ov
adnjinistration

officials said.
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C°r 35 million elderly and disabled peop1 e> a
^ mainly to help reduce the budget deficit rather than
Care

e,cPand health

benefits for people without insurance.

repared to Make Compromises
Tsraei }s
w:-:,.., Shimon Peres said that Israel is
sraeh Foreign Minister Shimon .
involving
ncluding ones involving
P ePared to make compromises, including
^
, u ^
with peace talks with the
rritory. He also wants to get on
.11

Hs. '
Peace

talks between Israelis and Arabs ha^ b^ l" |j the
> mid-December when Israel >^7^ since
eP°ttation of 400 Palestinians into sout e
^ back into
etl- Israel has agreed to allow about
o
end
J^untry and has said it would allow the rest back by
The U.N. S
cave qualified endorsement to the
Security Council gave qc
direction, but
PaCt ' °ffer' calling
"a Ste,PtheyUfi boycott the peace talks
bnian spokesmen have said they
repatriates all the Palestinians.

After two unsuccessful
attempts to fill the final vacancy
in his cabinet, President
Clinton
last
Thursday
nominated Miami prosecutor
Janet Reno for the position of
attorney general.
"She is a front-line crime
fighter and a caring public
servant," Clinton said. Reno,
54, has worked as Miami's Dade
County state prosecutor for the
last 15 years, supervising 230
lawyers who prosecute 40,000
felonies annually.
One of Reno's most
publicized cases was the
prosecution of five police
officers in the beating of black
insurance
agent
Arthur
McDuffie in December 1979.
The trial was moved to Tampa,
and the officers were acquitted,
igniting the Liberty City riot in
Miami.
"I've had the experience of
dealing with riots, of dealing
with urban problems, of
dealing with crimes and drugs.
And I think that I can translate
that into some national policies
that I hope can be effective,
Reno said.
The President's futile
attempts to install an attorney
general have created what
appears to be a new litmus test
for nominees. Both Corporate
Attorney Zoe Baird and U.S.
District Judge Kimba Wood
withdrew after allegations
surfaced of hiring illegal aliens
to care for their children. Reno
is single with no children, and
she has stated that she has never
(See Reno, page 8)

Speakers shared experiences of "African-American Women in Higher Education" in last week's Women of the
World discussion.

Focusing on Women of the World

Allison Kajiya
Senior Staff Writer
In celebration of Black History Month at
UOP, Women of the World presented, "African
American Women in Higher Education," last
Thursday, sponsored by the Office of
International Services and the black studies
department.
The discussion, held in the Bechtel
International Center, was introduced by
W.O.W Coordinator and UOP student
Rumana Rehman and included UOP panelists
Mamie R. Darlington, chair of the black
studies department; Heather Mayne, from the
English department and Barbara Coulibaly,
from the education department. Special guests

consisted of Pamela Russ, from the education
department and Delo E. Washington, ethnic
and women's studies from California State
University, Stanislaus. The key-note speaker
was Letha See from the University of Georgia.
As African-American women, each panelist
shared their stories about themselves and their
success in the world today. Darlington said,
"From their own vantage points, each of the
women here have different experiences as
African-American women in higher education
and we will hear them today."
Mayne, who teaches the literary course,
"Black Women Writers," at Pacific, expressed
the need for role models in our society that are
(See Women, page 8)

Farmer's Insurance funds scholarships
UOP has received a grant of
$13,200 from the Farmer's
Insurance Group AID to
Education Program. The grant
will provide scholarships for
UOP students in the fields of
insurance, math, business,
personnel and other areas
related to the insurance
industry.
"We have long recognized
the outstanding job UOP has
done in preparing students for

responsible citizenship and for
rewarding professional business
careers," said Leo E. Denlea,
chairman and CEO of Farmer's
Group, Inc. "We are pleased to
make a contribution to an
institution whose graduates
serve our company and our
customers so well."
Farmer's Group awarded the
grant to the University in
recognition of 11 UOP alumni
who have worked for the

insurance company for four
years or more. Honorees
include Jon H. Black, Soussan
Bral, Marianna R. Eastman,
Gary S. Jackson, Michelle S.
Jett, Kenneth W. Jones, Lisa
Marie Lillemoe, Clemente A.
Rabelo, Albert S. Wong,
Melinda S. Woods and Gail E.
Woodward. Another UOP
alumnus, Bryan Silveira, has
been a Farmer's employee for
three years.
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How date rape and other campus crimes are ea w
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By Karen Neustadt
College Press Service
A college student is accused
of rape, found guilty of the
crime by a campus judicial
committee and sentenced to
100 hours of community
service. His accuser and the
university are convinced of his
guilt, but he maintains his
innocence. What is his
recourse?
In January, Mark Mazour, a
21-year-old
architectural
engineering student, decided to
sue Kansas State University on
the
grounds
that
his
constitutional rights were
violated.
The case illustrates the
tenuous position of university
judicial systems when dealing
with the explosive issue of date
rape, a crime that can bring a
seven- to lOyear prison
sentence in the criminal justice
system.
Mazour, who was accused
last fall of rape and aggravated
sodomy by a female student,
contends that the university's
policy against sexual violence is
outside the
university's
authority, and the university
denied him due process in the
judicial proceeding.
Criminal charges against
Mazour, like many similar date
rape charges, were dismissed
for lack of evidence. And
Mazour said he was not allowed
to subpoena or question
witnesses during a a campus
investigation, nor was he
allowed to be present when
witnesses were called.
"Mazour is still on the
Kansas State campus," said John
Fairman,
assistant
vice

president for university
relations at KSU.
In many cases, if the date
rape victim presses formal
charges, there is a simultaneous
criminal proceeding going on at
the same time of the campus
proceedings, often taking
months to go to trial.
However,
criminal
prosecutors are sometimes
hesitant to prosecute date rape
cases because the parties knew
each other before the alleged
incident, and there is usually a
lack of evidence. Assessment of
guilt or innocence comes down
to a question of who is the
more credible witness.
Students who are accused of
rape argue that a campus
judicial system can ignore their
constitutional rights by
allowing a single individual or
board the power to be
prosecutor, judge and jury. And
educators are concerned that
campuses
are
making
themselves vulnerable to
lawsuits by bungling the
processing of rape cases or
failing to protect the victims.
And there also are those who
say campus justice isn't tough
enough on rapists.
Carol Bohmer, sociology
professor at the University of
Pittsburgh, and author of "The
Campus Rape Crisis," said
schools need to have clearly
written codes of conduct that
include a punishment of
expulsion in the case of forcible
sexual contact.
"Often the punishment
doesn't fit the crime," Bohmer
said. "If rapists were in the
criminal justice system, they
would be imprisoned, but

judicial committees give them
community service, probation
and minor things.
"Everything depends on how
seriously the crime is taken by
the university," Bohmer said. "It
is difficult for people to treat
this seriously, because there is a
widely held attitude that, on a
date, it is not rape."
Bohmer
noted
that
universities can
protect
themselves from lawsuits by
meticulously
following
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The Ladies of Delta Gamma Congratulate
Their Pledges For Spring 1993.
Christina Allen

Erin McLeane

Jennifer Berman

Katy Parker

Heidi Biller

Kris Perera

Mary Cutler

Julie Ryder

Vanessa Davies

Monica Spohr

Joelle Forte'

Grace Walsh

Jenny Grandstaff

Nancy Weinstock

Jenny Johnson

Allyson Willoughby

Darina Kogan

Bridget Yates
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A university has a higher
standard to live up to than the
criminal courts because^hey,

procedures and having
supportive attorneys on staff.
"If the university doesn't
have decent procedures, and
doesn't follow their own
procedures, they will be at
risk," Bohmer said. "Often
they are bending ... to protect
the rights of the accused, and

are educating citizen ,
noted.
"In a traditional way, we are
to teach people how to behave.
I don't think college judicial
systems should think of
themselves as watered-down
criminal courts, she said.
No two college judicial
systems are the same, so there is

legal adviser
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•"Tsou.hwes, Texas S.a.e
University, the rape suspect
m e e ts with his accuser in the
offices of the student justice
director, who questions both
parties about the incident.
Some attorneys advise thei
clients to accept the university
penalty, which may include
expulsion, and not to talk too
much at the judicial hearing,
because if the proceedings are
recorded, the tape could be
subpoenaed and used against
them in criminal court.
The alleged rapist may
appeal to a board, said Schiflett,
and at some universities, they
can appeal to the president of

no uniform procedure for the
handling date rape cases.
However, campus judicial
panels .often serve up a swifter
style of justice than the criminal
courts.
"You could be thrown off
campus in a matter of weeks,"
said Raymond Schiflett, student

the institution.
Since Congress passed the
Campus Sexual Assault Victims
Bill of Rights in 1992,
universities are required to
notify the accused and the
accuser of the results of the
judicial hearing.
Historically, a woman who
filed a rape complaint through
the campus judicial system
would not be notified by the
university as to the outcome of
the proceedings.
"The woman would have no
idea if the guy was found guilty,
fined, penalized, whether he
was still on campus or what,"
said Michael Hiestand, an
attorney with the Student Press
Law Center.
"Whether or not the public
has access to these hearings

newspapers often Q
approach the tw 0
- Pan
0 get a
involved tto
get a stor,,
Kristine Collem, dir
«...
J .i
• ' at1H
student
legali services
g'
State University in Mi n J"
said that after sitting tg,
some of her school's
ihearings
•
J
on date
rap e'^6
,
hard to say who the victim
"The justice system
not prepared to sit throJ
said, she said,'" Coll em J
feel sorry for both parties f
both get creamed i n !
process."
At Bemidji, both par^.
allowed to have an adv 0c
present, but that advo (
cannot speak for the accus«
the accused during the hearSome universities, however
allow an attorney to speak
the alleged rapist.
Collem defends the idea
separate university hearing.
"If they (the universr
cannot intervene, there;,
way to protect the victim,'
said. "If you turn then,
over to the police only,t
(the suspects) can live:
down the street, or be in.
with you."
"I do see how somecai
there is unfair due pro
being observed. When USE
conduct system to adjud
sexual assault, it's a
controversial issue," Cot
said. "It's an imperfectsyste
Collem said she would
to eventually see a media
process for date rape ca<=
every university that w;
(See Justice, pagef)

Tired of History 101? Try Pornography 151
By John Williams
Staff Writer (CPS)
Constance Penley admits she
had twinges of embarrassment
when her film class first met in
January. Her students at the
University of California-Santa
Barbara probably felt the same
way, she said.
But then again, those on
both side of the podium had
every right to be squeamish
about the class subject: The
four-credit course is a study of
pornography as a film genre.
That's right, the kind of films
Mom and Dad told you never
to watch are being shown in
"Film Studies 150 PG Special
Topics in Film Genre:
Pornographic Film."
"Deep
Throat"
and
"Suburban Dykes" aren't
exactly "The Sound of Music."
But that's the point.
"We're trying to define it
(porn) as a genre. Our film
program tries to give a
comprehensive survey in
American film, and this is one

of the largest that has gone
unaddressed," Penley said.
This class has all kinds of
porn: straight, gay, lesbian,
feminist and even amateur. The
students have to be screened
before being admitted to the
class, and although the Film
Studies Department had
allocated 20 openings, 70
students were admitted.
"When I walked into class
the first day I saw 70 terrified
faces. Even I didn't know what
to expect," Penley said. "I think
everyone feels funny being in
this class."
Only those willing to take a
serious look at pornography
and all its different outlets were
let in, said Edward Branigan,
chair of the Film Studies
Department.
"We wanted very serious
students
from
different
disciplines. Pornography is a
very highly charged genre that
has political and social weight
to it, he said. The course
studies pornography as a fact,

in the sense of 'Here's
something that exists in the
world and let's take a look at
it.'"
Porn films from 1891 until
the present are shown, Penley
said. Such films include
"Animal Locomotion" (1891),
"The Gay Shoe Clerk" (1903),
to the March 3 premiere of
director-producer Candida
Royalle's "Revelation." Even
Madonna makes the list, with
"Erotica" and "Justify My Love."
Readings include "Gay Male
Porn: Coming to Terms" by
Richard Dyer and "Bush
League: Homemade Porn
Playing Soon at a Bedroom
Near You" by Manohla Dargis.
Penley said that porn,
contrary to popular conception,
does not necessarily depict
violent degradation of women.
She said new academic evidence
suggests there is little violence
against women in porn, and a
growing segment in the
industry
IS
fe ininist
pornography.

There
has been
controversy about the das
campus—Penley said sht
the full backing of
department
and
administration. She did
however, that the Santa Bad
Anti-Pornography Coal1
had called, saying the)
heard that "Deep Throat
being shown on oam[
However, the group h
concerned with young d" 1
seeing porn, so she ^
worried
about
organization's reactio"
showing the films on can#
Penley said she wa ' 1 '
teach the class aga' a
demystifying porn, she $
genre can be viewed as a ^
film type. That still doe 5 "
down the anxiety level a
her students, however.
"We think porn 0 *:
films are horror film 5 ' „
is actually seeing it f° r
I'm trying to get
misconceptions of ^
films are," Penley said-

Pacifican Writers Meeting
Anyone interested in becoming a writer for The Pacifican,
please attend a meeting Tuesday at 8 p.m., third floor> Han
Hall for an informal information meeting.
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hy 150

Lisa Uithoven
r.nest Writer
No one is ignorant to the prejudice running ,
through all sectors of our society, and certainly eachTf "l
us
has at one time been subject to some form
of
discrimination, be it ethnic, religious, sexual
... the list goes on.
What happens when someone decides they're tired of
hearing the stories of violence against individuals who are
in some way different from what many still sadly refer to as
"the general public?" These few fed-up people decide to try
t0 do something about the discrimination waiting at the
end of the Hey, I'm different from you" path So—
President BUI Clinton tries to lift the ban on homosexuals
in the military, and look what happens: a gay man is
severely beaten by a couple of Marine soldiers who tell him
he is going to pay for Bill Clinton's mistakes.
This article is not meant to preach or to try to convince
"the general public" that there needs to be more acceptance
out there, lolerance and acceptance are virtues which
unfortunately, cannot be taught to those who don't want to
learn. We are brought up to be suspicious of, if not
outright hateful toward, those whose beliefs, lifestyles,
ethnic backgrounds and cultures are different from what is
familiar and comfortable to us.
Xenophobia,
homophobia—a whole list of hates seems to be
programmed into us from a very early age, and these
phobias are a lot harder to get back out of our systems once
they've been there a whUe.
For instance, 1 know people who profess to an intense
hatred of foreigners in America. At the same time they use
the productive foreign workers in this country as a
scapegoat for their own laziness, by their insistence that the
foreigners have taken all the jobs, and that's why they
themselves are not working. In reality many of these people
probably have never seen a job application.
This kind of prejudice is certainly not limited to the
confines of this country; in fact it, seems to be a growing
world trend. We recall last fall's international headline news
about the increasing violence toward foreigners in
Germany, illustrated by pictures of exploding Molotov
cocktails thrown by self-described "neo- Nazis."
It's hard to ignore the alarming increase in the number
of stories of innocent refugee families dying in their
burning homes; or stories of foreigners being attacked and
having swastikas carved into their foreheads with knives as
punishment for being from a certain part of the world.
It's incomprehensible to me that such malevolence could
stem solely from prejudice. And it's ironic, when we see
that people's hatred and prejudice doesn't differentiate
between borders. People are people, and we re a lot more
like one another than we'd all thought. It s unfortunate that
only in acts of violence do we recognize the same instincts
and qualities in each other—why can't we realize that each
of us having our own distinct characteristics and qualities is
also part of the bridge that connects us?
That there is any question of allowing gays to serve in
the military shows very well how many people s angei and
hatred is based more on irrational assumptions than
anything else. Many heterosexual soldiers are afraid that
gays and lesbians will "try something." Well, if this were to
happen, then the offender should certainly be reprimanded,
as should any instigator of sexual harassment, whtt ier it >'
from one man toward another, or from one woman towa "
a man, or whatever. Acts of sexual harassment a
committed by both genders of all sexual orientations an
need to be dealt with on the basis of the act itself, not on
{he sexual orientation of the offender. Many mi i ary
officers are afraid that having an openly gay so er
lower morale. Have gays in the military lowered mora e
before' They are there to fight for and defendMb en:
country, not to find a lover. Heterosexuals arent.there
that purpose either. Homophobic heterosexua
^
bigger deal out of someone being gay than e gy
^
d°es; in many cases, the gay person wou
)l
public
beep quiet about their sexual orientation, sine
izing
about it most often leads only to harassment, ostracizing
and sometimes worse.
WOUnded soldier
And finally, about the concerj ^ heard itso
lytng on the field and "bleeding AI FX
easily be
tastelessly phrased)-this
heterosexual, since having AIDS has nothing to
being gay.
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I he UOP Symphonic Wind
Ensemble, directed by Dr.
Robert Halseth, will take the
stage at 8 p.m. Saturday,
February 20. The ensemble will
split the evening concert with
the Mike Vax Jazz Sextette.
The evening will begin with
the school's brass faculty as
soloists with the ensemble.
Soloists will be Mike Vax,
trumpet, George Nemeth,
French horn, Robert Halseth,
trombone, and Douglas Hunt,
tuba.
Their performance will
include "Concerto Grosso for
trumpet, horn, trombone and
band" by Robert Linn and Don
Hadad's "Suite for Tuba,"
featuring Douglas Hunt, UOP
tuba instructor and principal
tuba player with the Stockton
Symphony.
The Mike Vax Jazz Sextette
brings dynamic excitement to

Funds, Fantasies and
Future Focus
Burt Nadler
Director, Career Services
Yes! This is a question and
answer column and I recently
received one of the very best
questions:
"What do 1 do now?"
The answer may be as
unique as the circumstances
surrounding an individual's
inquiry. C-ienerally, we can
provide some positive and, we
hope, meaningful answers.
SUMMER JOB$ FOR ALL,
INCLUDING SENIORS . . .
Although it's still brisk and a bit
foggy each morning, now is the
time to begin thinking about
and locating summer jobs. Our
part-time postings, if you are
targeting
local
summer
employment, are the best
resources. While employers
may only need you 10-20 hours
per week now, they will likely
be very willing to add
additional hours in the
summer. Our collection of old
part-time postings reveals a
wide range of local employers
you can contact to ask, "Would
you consider hiring me this
summer?" Seniors often are too
involved in full-time job search
to think about summer options,
but I encourage you to explore
summer postings and begin
informal discussions now.
Most college grads continue job
search well into the summer, so
it's a good idea to identify
options.
INTERNSHIPS FOR ALL,
INCLUDING SENIORS ... All
too often students fail to
examine this valuable option
because
they
assume
internships are unpaid and they
can't afford the tuition
associated with these hands-on
learning opportunities. That
assumption can stop you from
gaining real job experience! To
acquaint you with the
procedures and policies

Pacifican does not endorse the opinions expressed

the above column.
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Wow brings Russian professor to campus
pr°fe»°'
The

"World on Wednesday"
1(j
• jjj c^e°n-lecture series presents
Savelieva, 12:30-1:30 p.m.
jJ^esday, Feb. 24, at Bechtel
ternational Center. The title
of
er presentation will be
0 U<>s'a After Independence:
*insider's View."
avefieva,
a
visiting

SSSttH
r

the

ongoing changes in her

„ ,7she wiH "ddreSS 'he
question: Is .here a return to
^Unctwiil be served free to

audiences wherever they
appear. Musicians are Mike
Vax, trumpet and flugelhorn;
Philip Smith, saxophone, flute
and clarinet; Kevin Porter,
trombone; Si Perkoff, piano;
Tony Johnson, drums; and Bill
Langlois, bass.
The
group
performs
arrangements from more than
100 years of American culture,
as well as original material, and
offer audiences a relaxed,
entertaining
atmosphere.
Members of the band have
performed with some of the
biggest names in jazz, including
Art Pepper, Clark Terry, Earl
"Fatha"
Hines,
Freddy
Hubbard, Mel Torme, Billy
Eckstein, Natalie Cole; and the
big bands of Stan Kenton, Doc
Severinsen, Tommy and Jimmy
Dorsey, Les and Larry Elgart;
the Glenn Miller Orchestra,
Cab Calloway, and many more.

U°P
"
°,h"S "£
asked to donate $1 or $2.

"W.O.W." is sponsored by
UPBEAT, OASIS, COPA and
the Office of International
Programs.
For
more
information, contact the Office
of International Programs at
ext. 2591.

associated with a summer
internship, the Co-op and
Intern Program staff (our
roommates on the second floor
of McConchie Hall) offers
orientations regularly during
the spring semester. Sign up for
an orientation, complete a few
forms, and GO FOR IT!
Employers will tell you that
internships are the very best
ways to springboard into a great
(and great paying) full-time
post graduation job. You do, in
fact, get paid in some
internships, while others offer
hours that allow you time to
work elsewhere to earn funds.
Seniors should examine this
option too. Also, if you are
thinking about doing an
internship next fall, now is the
time to attend an orientation
and get the process moving.
SENIORS COMPLETING
ON-CAMPUS RECRUITING .
. . It's here! It's now! Sign-ups
for on-campus recruiting has
begun. If you know about it
and haven't yet visited our
office to sign-up for interviews
with the "FortySomething"
(hey, that could make a good
TV show) firms, do so before
the schedules fill up. If you
aren't aware of the process, or
have any questions, please stop
by Career Services or call ext.
2361. On-campus recruiting is
one of the most convenient
ways to begin your job search,
but you must still take initiative
to make it work. Take charge of
your job search now!
UNFOCUSED STUDENTS
AND ALUMNI . . . Selfassessment and exploration—
we call it "career focus"—is for
you, now. If you want to
undertake testing, exercises and
counseling designed to enhance
your knowledge of self and your
understanding of career
options, call to set up an initial
career focus appointment.
Spring is an great time to start
because summertime is ideal
for informational interviewing
and for career testing via
internships or employment.
SENIOR JOB SEEKERS
AND JUNIOR CAREER
EXPLORERS . . . Information
sessions and career fairs are
(See Funds page 8)
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SCHEDULE OF CAMPUS EVENTS
Thursday, February 18
Anderson Y Center Advocacy Table, McCaffrey Center, 12 p.m.
Ethnic Marketplace, McCaffrey Center, 8:30 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Theta Alpha Phi (Drama Fraternity), Green Rm., Drama
Building, 12 p.m.—open to all students
Pacific Hour workshop: "How Will the Clinton Administration
Affect the African-American Community?", WPC 213, 12
p.m.—celebrating Black History Month
College of the Pacific Association (COPA) Meeting, Bannister
108, 5 p.m.—open to all COP students
Lecture: Dr. Minta Palmer Brown, Long Theatre, 7 p.m.celebrating Black History Month
Men's Volleyball vs. Arizona State, Spanos Center, 7:30 p.m.
"Chapel Explosion," Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.—an
interdenominational worship service sponsored by youth
for Christ.
UPBEAT Film: "PASSENGER 57," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Friday, February 19
Baseball vs. Southern Utah, Billy Hebert Field, 12 p.m.
Men's Tennis vs. Nevada, Brookside Courts, 1:30 p.m.
Chi Alpha Radical Reality meeting, WPC 140, 8 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "PASSENGER 57," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Saturday, February 20
Pacific Brass Clinic, Faye Spanos Concert Hall, all day
Fourth Annual Music Therapy seminar, Buck Hall Rm. 113 and
Raymond Great Hall, 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Black Family Festival/Black College Faire, South Gym, Raymond
Great Hail, Bechtel International Center, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Baseball vs. Southern Utah (DH), Billy Hebert Field, 12 p.m.
Men's Volleyball vs. Cal State Northridge, Spanos Center, 7:30
p.m.
UOP Symphonic Wind Ensemble and the Mike Vax Jazz
Sextette, Faye Spanos Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
Nightclub at the Static Attic, the Summit, 8 p.m.-l a.m.
UPBEAT Film: "PASSENGER 57," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Sunday, February 21
Catholic Mass, Morris Chapel, 9:30 a.m.
Baseball vs. Southern Utah (DH), Billy Hebert Field, 12 p.m.
Chapel Community (includes dinner), Morris Chapel, 5 p.m.
Catholic Mass, Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.
rr
UPBEAT Film: "PASSENGER 57," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Monday, February 22
Chamber Music recital (flute, violin, viola and harp), Faye
Spanos Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
Senate Meeting, McCaffrey Conference Room, 9 p.m.
Tuesday, February 23
Exhibit of mixed media paintings by Ralph Reed opens at the
UOP Gallery—through March 19
"Little-Read Book Sale," Main Library (near reference section),
11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Eucharist, Morris Chapel, 12 p.m.
Black History Month lecture series presents Dr. Denise Fluence,
inspector for the State Board of Pharmacy, on "Current
Trends In Pharmacy Practice," Bechtel International Center,
12-1 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "HERO," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
AASU Choir Rehearsal, Raymond Great Hall, 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday, February 24
"World on Wednesday" luncheon-lecture series presents Elena
Savelieva on "Russia After Independence: One Insider's
View," Bechtel International Center, 12:30-1:30 p.m.
PRSSA meeting, Knoles Hall Rm. 210,6:30 p.m.
UPBEAT Film: "HERO," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
Gay Association of Pacific (GAP) Meeting, President's Room, 9
p.m.—open to all students
Thursday, February 25
Ethnic Marketplace, McCaffrey Center, 8:30 a,m.-5 p.m.
Anderson Y Center Advocacy Table, McCaffrey Center, 12 p.m.
Pacific Hour workshop: "University Women Speak Out About
Relationships" WPC 213, 12 p.m.—celebrating Black
History Month
Theta Alpha Phi (Drama Fraternity), Green Rm., Drama
Building, 12 p.m.—open to all students
Women's Tennis vs. UC Davis, Brookside Courts, 1:30 p.m.
College of the Pacific Association (COPA) Meeting, Bannister
108, 5 p.m.—open to all COP students
Women's Basketball vs. Cal State Fullerton, Spanos Center, 5:30
p.m.
Men's Basketball vs. Cal State Fullerton, Spanos Center,7:30 p.m.
Lecture: Bishop Leontine T.C. Kelley, Long Theatre, 7 p.mcelebrating Black History Month
"Chapel Explosion," Morris Chapel, 8 p.m.—an
interdenominational worship service sponsored by Youth
for Christ
UPBEAT Film: "SARAFINA," McCaffrey Theatre, 8 p.m.
If there is something you would like fisted in the new Across the
Campus Events Schedule, please contact Mike Traina, ATC
Editor, at 946-2113.
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D PINION
A Dying Breed?
By Matthew Kolken
Opinion Editor
Our campus took on the air of a ghost town as many of
our UOP students left Stockton during the holiday
weekend. Those who left, missed the annual fraternity bid
day which was held at the McCaffrey center on Saturday at
12:00 noon. What was seen was possibly the weakest
showing of fraternal support and participation that I
personally have witnessed during my four years as a UOP
Greek member and student. Numbers have obviously
dwindled as the number of rushees barely reached the
century mark. This is.directly attributed to the lack of
determinable academic achievement among those male
members of the entering freshman class. Many male
students became ineligible for men's rush because of poor
grades, and as a result, an uncharacteristically low number
were able .to participated in the selection process that
determines Greek affiliation. This left some of the
fraternities scrambling to keep their already dwindling
numbers at a level where they would be in a position to
populate the vacancies that unmistakably exist within their
houses.
Of the five social fraternities, only a couple houses
received the numbers that they historically are accustomed
to receiving. One fraternity didn't even get anyone to
commit to its pledge program. Is this a trend which marks
the beginning of the end of fraternities at the University of
the Pacific? If so, I can only cringe at the thought of the
future UOP as a viable recruiter of perspective students
without the help of Greek organizations providing social
escape and entertainment. This point may sound trivial,
but it would be ignorant if you dismissed the role of the
"Greeks" as one of the major drawing cards that
perspective students utilize in their evaluation of UOP as
an institution as a whole.
Yes, UOP has a strong academic climate in many areas
of the schools' curriculum, and yes, the purpose for a
higher education is to enrich the individual through the
accumulation of distinguishable class-room knowledge
This, however, does not mean that the non-academic
experience is not a viable source of learning and has no
place in the 1990s University. I contend that much of what
we learn in college emanates from the out of class learning
and growing that is inherent to college life.
Unfortunately, the stereotypes of the beer guzzling
"Animal House" fraternity member are often rooted in
truth. The fact that the numbers were low this year may be
a warning sign that points to the fact that our new students
may be incapable of learning as hard as they play. If so
maybe the fraternity has become an outdated concept. I
sincerely hope that this is not the case.
So where do we stand? Do we allow fraternities to slowly
become extinct? The problem truthfully can only be solved
by the fraternities themselves. If they are to survive, they
must adapt to the new rules of the game instead of using all
their efforts in finding a way around them. All work and
no play does make Jack a dull boy, but then again, all play
and no work makes Jack an ex-student.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Homosexuals in the military
"Locker Room Diplomacy"
Dear Editor:
It's one thing to think it and
another thing to say it. Mr.
Kolken
in
his
article
"Homosexuals in the Military"
has spoken what so many of us
have thought for so long. This
entire situation can be related
back to the controversy over
whether or not female reporters
should be allowed into lockerrooms after sporting events.
The female reporters were
complaining that they were
being discriminated against and
that they should be given the
same opportunities that the
male reporter has regarding
interviewing. Seriously, if you
want to talk about sexual
harassment I think this is a
perfect example.
How would you like it if you
were naked and a member of
the opposite sex walked up to
you and started asking you
questions? I for one would feel
a bit uncomfortable. When it is
a woman reporter seeing a man
"in the buff" it's no big deal
and the poor guy is supposed to
"take it like a man" but if the
shoe were on the other foot I
think the story would be
completely different.
Imagine this hypothetical
situation. A world class female
athlete has just won a title. In
the dressing room, after
showering, she is starting to put
her cloths on, when in walks a
male reporter. He, without
allowing her the decency to
cloth herself, bombards her
with an array of questions. The

Lindsey Cranz

IF 1 ccfflNiMy-n?*
TO Meer vw&ez- quot*&,
AM I SMI- A

Dear Mr. Kolken
In the "From the Right
portion of the "Homosexuals
in the Military" article in
February 4, 1993 issue of The
Pacifican, you refer t
military with the closing
words, "If it ain't broke, dont
fix it." I assert that there is
something "broke" with the
military.
The issue is no* whether
homosexuals can serve in the
military and discharge their
duties satisfactorily- they
have been doing that for
years (while remaining in the
closet). The issue is whether
the older white male powermongers will extend the "all
men are created equal clause
to those with a homosexual
or bisexual orientation.
A steady parade of
homophobic soldiers have
appeared on TV to protest
serving with homosexuals.
They fear being leered at in
the showers and being
approached for sexual
encounters during combat.
Gays are not the problem
here. The problem is that the
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service, they need begin by
discharging all heterosexual
males (remember Tailhook?)!
Next Mr. Kolken's blatant
objectification of women
apparent in his thinly veiled
sexual description involving
Cindy Crawford in a fox hole
"sporting some tight cammos"
is completely offensive and
utterly tasteless. And what must
Mr. Kolken's opinion of our
service people be that he thinks
they would risk their lives and
the security of our nation for
what he reduced to a few
minutes of physical ecstasy? He
cannot think very highly of
these men and women, nor
tremendous responsibilities of
their job, and beyond that to
control their sexual desires.
But, then again, given his
view of rape as attributable
primarily to sexual desire, it is
no wonder he feels people
cannot control it, even at the
cost of their lives or the security
of our nation
Perhaps Mr. Kolken, and
many others, will say I am
overreacting. I am sure Mr.

Eri^
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followed a m

More Letters...
Dear Editor:
I am completely outraged
that your "responsible" paper
would allow an editorial, such
as Mr. Matthew Kolkgn's
regarding homosexuals in the
military, to be printed.
Quite frankly, I decided to
read his piece with the specific
intent to write a rebuttal I
relished the thought of pointing
out his ignorance in thinking
that homosexuals do not
presently exist in every branch
and rank of our military
services.
I delighted in being the one
to let him know that a
homosexual man or lesbian is
about as likely to try to "pick up
on" a known heterosexual as he
is likely to try to "pick up on" a
lesbian (if you're not going to
get anywhere, why bother?).
And was practically frothing
at the mouth to get to be the
one to clue him in that if
people want to use the
possibility (or proven history!)
of a propensity toward sexual
harassment of other enlisted
personnel as a way to exclude
certain groups from military

female athlete refuses to answer
and has him removed from the
dressing room so she can cover
herself. This sounds reasonable
enough. It's simply a question
of etiquette. Am I right? Well,
the male reporter instead of
understanding the situation for
what it is, files sexual
harassment charges on the
athlete
and
requests
compensation for his dismissal.
Don't you think he would be
overreacting? I certainly do.
It seems as though the nonheterosexual elements in our
society refuse to acknowledge
the breaches in etiquette unless
they favor themselves. The
presence of homosexuals in our
military leaves a big question
mark in governmental policy
and it seems that the areas of
gray are too large to be
understood completely.
I
don't
pretend
to
understand the homosexual
urge, nor do I wish to be
prejudice against it, but I just
think that there are certain
fundamental areas that are best
left to the traditionalists. I fully
realize
that
there
are
homosexuals that are in the
military. I have no problem
with this, as long as they keep
their sexual preferences to
themselves. I ask the same of
the heterosexual male or
female. With this I think we will
have a resolution to a problem
that seems to have been blown
to unnecessary proportions.

military does not have a
defined code of appro
'Priji,
behavior.
The "Tailhook"
where several m i l i t a r y
were fondled by their ^
colleagues, brought ^
problem to light. If the milJ
implements a strong beh
policy and a training
to teach all military pers<)
the limits of appropJ
behavior, all soldiers (inclU|j:
gays, lesbians, and heteroses
individuals of both g en( j
will be protected ft
unwelcome advances.
and gays could then be all0w
to serve in combat roles ri
alongside the "grunts,[
guard our front lines."
I strongly support|
inclusion of homosexu
individuals in the military,,
look forward to the day ^
President Clinton stops beiwishy-washy and signs,
executive order officially endir
the ban.

"If It Ain't Broke?

Kolken did not write his piece
with
the
intention
of
objectifying
women
or
perpetuating
tragic
misrepresentation about rape.
The fact that it happened so
unconsciously only helps to
bolster my point of view and
my main premise for writing
this: that women continue to be
viewed by many as sex objects
and
this objectification
perpetuates and legitimizes the
systemic
violence
and
discrimination that women as a
class suffer. Not to mention the
cataclysmic result of this
objectification on the lives of
individual women as they are
raped
and
find
an
unsympathetic legal system as
they are continuously degraded
and harassed by men in the
work place and in the
educational system because
their "proper" role is that of
sexual outlet, emotional
support, and general "grunt"
worker for men.

Keri Lynn Bailey

Offended by a tradition...
Dear Editor:
After what I witnessed last
weekend, I think that it
becomes imperative that our
university reevaluate the role
that fraternities pose on our
campus. The behavior that was
displayed by the so-called men
of Archania on "bid-day" was
both
offensive
and
inappropriate. As a women, I
am appalled by their flagrant
use of profanity and sexually
explicit gestures. Was it
necessary for them to attacked
the members of the other
fraternities
with
their
adolescent idea of fraternal
pride? I am forced to ask, is this
behavior characteristic of the
fraternity system in general,
and if so should the university
as a governing body allow the
continuance of organizations
that seek little more than to
defame our institution and the
students who attend it?
What

was

especially

unbelievable was what occurred
early Monday morning outside
of Grace Covell. At around 5:30
am the "little boys of Archania"
engaged in what has become
favorably known as "the freak
show." The "freak show,"
apparently, is a ritual that
christens the beginning of
Pledging and has been going on
lor as long as anyone can
remember. In it, half-naked
Archites run around with coneead masks covering their faces
and Dixie-cups covering their
Private parts. Other unmasked
rchites ride horses around
heir new pledges in an attempt
to instill the characteristics of
brotherhood. If these are the
characteristics that hallmarks
what brotherhood is defined by
woman

^
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"liiMch °"'y 'h'ng that our
little boys succeed in doing is

offending those of us who^
naive to their rituals.''
that it is about times'
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this institution chastise5
group of children who hav£
gall to call themsefo'
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to the Greek organizat'0^
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An Outraged Stuck0'
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Class offers contest for cover of
upcoming Pacific Tide' magazine
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Department 's Publications
Siting class encourages UOP
students, faculty and staff to
participate in this semester's
campus magazine "Pacific
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All members of the UOP,
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community are also invited to
compete for the magazine's

Wom" 1

cover design.
"It's
an
excellent
opportunity for people to get
hands -on experience," said
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Communication

that

P u b l i c a t i o n s Ed. t i n g Professor
Viki Goff.
The opportunity is not
limited to Communication
majors and is open to all
c a m p u s colleges.
1 he publication staff is
for
writers,
photographers, copy editors,
artists, page designers and
anyone who is interested in
selling ads.
l o °king

According to the "Pacific
I ide Promotions Director Suzi
Kenyon,
any
type
of
participation in the magazine
would be a great opportunity
for individuals to build

supp„ r t , h ,

portfolios.
Kenyon also encourages
students, faculty and staff
members to enter the cover
design contest for the same
reason.
"Anybody can compete in
the design contest," she said.
"The cover can be a photo, art
or whatever. It will be great
exposure for whoever wins."
"Pacific Tide" will focus on
campus life at UOP. It will be a
compilation
of
news,
entertainment, feature stories
and
information.
This
semester's magazine will also
print
candid
shots
of

The Pacifican's Weekly
Top Ten List
by
Matthew Riley Neuenburg

unsuspecting individuals.
Photographers
warn
all
members of UOP to be on the
lookout, especially where
photographers
are
least
expected.
The magazine is scheduled
to be distributed on April 22,
free of charge to all UOP
members. Contributions of all
types are welcome. Anyone
interested is being part of the
magazine's production, and
possibly
having
work
published, is asked to contact
Viki
Goff
in
the
Communication department at
946-2505.

From the home office in Oxnard, Calif.,
strawberry capital of the universe and home of
Tito Jackson, here are the top ten signs that
Valentine's Day is over.
10. Longer lines at the liquor store.
9. Collection agency notices begin to pile
in.
8. Male facial hair runs amuck.
7. Your phone rings as often as the Maytag
repairman's.
6. Tiffany's "Could've Been" is heard
throughout campus.
5. Condom surplus at the Health Center.
4. Instead of getting chocolates, women are
getting the check.
3. Underwear is worn three days in a row.
2. Getting dressed up to go out means
wearing socks.
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And the number one sign that Valentine's
Day is over...
1. You're all alone.
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Carrie Blum
Patty Bray
Christina Feliccia
Alysia Freeman
Kelly Knudson
Maria Leamon
Debbie Leonard
Nanna Marin
Shiree Mathews
Amber Olsen
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in McCaffrey Center while the new members' names were called out. This years "Bid Day''
followed a m uch shorter rush than usual, designed to allow the men more time for school work when pledging is over. Btd Day is the official start to pledging.
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Trace, Trace, Trace,

Place a coin under a notebook page,
and hold it in place. Then, scribble over
the top of it with a pencil and. voila'! «
The coin's image comes throughl HEY fl
HOWH Don't you try and spend those s
s
phonies! YOU COUNTERFEITER YOUII

Using different combinations of coins,
create your own pocket change palsl
Well look herell It's Mr. 66<t! Hoy Mr.
what do you think of this class?l

*•><«'

Open weekdays 9:30 a.m. — 4:00 p.m.

Away Your Boredom!

Create Coin People!
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u
m
u
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Draw a bowling lane on
the back cover of your
notebook. Use pennies
for pins, and a nic*el f°'
the bowling ball. Flick the
nickel down the lane
with your index finger _
^-STEEEEUKBIII

Financial Aid Office • Hand Hall

with pocket change!!
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NTFRTAINMENT
Go Greek...Food That Is
Gina McCreary
Guest Writer
Come. Step inside the lively atmosphere of Papapavlo s
Gourmet Greek Cafe Bakery. Inhale the scent of warm pita bread
and dinner entrees being cooked on a rotisserie. Be tempted by the
vision of freshly baked pastries on display. Hear everyone explain
"olpha" as imported Kasseri cheese which is set on fire. Feel the
ambiance of an outdoor cafe, even in the middle of a Stockton
rainstormLocated at 7555 Pacific by World of Shoes, Papapavlo's appeals
to those who enjoy delicious food. The menu offers a variety of
traditional Greek dishes, as well as an assortment of more familiar
foods. For an adventuresome Greek dinner, one might try saganaki
(flaming cheese) as an appetizer, a Grecian shrimp salad, gyros in a
pita and baklava (walnut and honey pastry) for dessert. Pita bread,
a chicken salad, vegetable pita and butter cookies would also make
an excellent dinner combination.'
The savory dinner faire is complimented by Papapavlo's
superior customer service. Always there to offer advice or a
suggestion, the wait staff is friendly and efficient. No reservations
are needed, as the busy little restaurant rarely runs more than a ten
minute wait.
HOURS:
7:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Monday - Thursday
7:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
Friday & Saturday
4 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
Sunday
COST
$3.75 - $8.75
Lunch
$4.75 - $9.25
Dinner
BEVERAGES: Soda, Juice, Coffee, Beer, Wine.
ACCEPTS: Cash, Visa, Mastercard, Checks
For more information, call (209) 477-6855.
If you have a favorite restaurant you would like to see in the Pacifican,
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Concord Pavilion to
hire 400 for summer
Now through March 12, the
Concord Pavilion, the Bay
Area's
premier
outdoor
amphitheater, is accepting
applications for 400 part-time
positions for the 1993 Pavilion
May through October concert
season.
"If you are looking for parttime employment or an
entertaining second job, the
Concord Pavilion offers a
unique
and
enjoyable
employment opportunity" says
Pavilion House Manager
Michael McNally.
"We have found that retirees,
school teachers, area college
and high school students and
others looking for added
income from a part-time job
are ideally suited to the
Pavilion's May through October
season and its schedule of
weeknight and primarily
weekend events," added
McNally.
Openings exist for Public
Safety Agents, Ushers/Ticket
Takers, Parking Lot Attendants,
Drivers, Toll Takers Concession
Workers and more. Daytime
job opportunities are available

FEBRUARY
, ,
for

at
the
Pavilion
Maintenance/Housekeeping
Aides and Marketing Assistant
Intern. Openings also exist
for
daytime
positions
including Ticket Seller and
some clerical positions
employed at the Concord
Ticket Center, located at 1870
Adobe Street in downtown
Concord. During previous
seasons, the 8725-seat
Pavilion has hosted a wide
variety of top-name talent,
including Frank Sinatra, Rod
Stewart, Metallica, Jay Leno,
and Steve Winwood.
Applications are available
now on weekdays, in Concord
at the Concord Pavilion, 2000
Kirker Pass Road; at the City
of
Concord
Personnel
Department, 1957 Parkside
Drive, across from the
Concord Civic Center; or at
the Concord Ticket Center,
1870 Adobe Street, in
downtown Concord.
For further information,
call (510)671-3100. The
application deadline for '93
seasonal employment at the
Pavilion is Friday, March 12.

Static Attic
prepares
'Bash for
Cash*

The Static Attic is open this
Saturday featuring the Bash for
Cash. In addition to receiving a
coupon good for a free non
alcoholic drink, all guests will
be eligible to win a $100 cash
prize through a random
drawing.
Other prizes,
including albums and CDs, will
also be given away. The Static
Attic Nightclub will be open
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. every
weekend and will feature snack
foods and restaurant-quality
non-alcoholic drinks.

ARIES (MAR. 20-APR. 19):
I hope that as long as you live
you never lose the capacity to
fall in love. I hope too that as
you grow older you always keep
expanding your repertoire of
what you're able to fall in love
with. Let's see if this week we
can get you to be swept away
not by a potential new lover but
by a new teaching, magical
object, hangout or piece of
music or art.
TAURUS (APR. 20-MAY
20): The lights are still green as
far as the eye can see, so you
shouldn't stop to smell the
roses—or the coffee—yet.
However, one light up ahead is
malfunctioning, showing green
not only for you but also for
stress-addicts cruising at crosspurposes to you. So slow down
at each intersection and look
both ways.
GEMINI (MAY 21-JUNE
20): For maximum benefit,
close your eyes while you read
the next two post-hypnotic
suggestions. Don't let your job
sabotage your dreams. On the
other hand, don't let your
dreams sabotage your job.
Messages from afar are
struggling to find their way to
you. Pretend you're a radio
telescope constantly scanning
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(415)775-7722)
.
j 4 26 __ Fungo Mungo, Burn.ng Hands, Rattli
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Bones (8 p.m., Raymond Great Hall, 951-8010)
Feb. 26,27 — Kenny Loggms (Caesars Tahoe, (80C
3353)
' Feb 26 27 — The Wonderful Wizard of Oz (7:30

<

p>ni

sat. matinee 3:30, Carmtchael Civic Theatre (916)

6880)

Feb 28 — The Endellion String Quartet (3 p.m., ^

Spanos Concert Hall, 478-5106)
MARCH
March 1 — Reggae Festival with Foundation,
and Cardiff Reefers (DNA Lounge, (415)626-1409)
March 1 — Reception for Julie Singer, photr
(7 p.m. Reynolds Art Gallery)
March 1 — Sade (8 p.m., Paramount Theatre, 0;
(510) 465-6400)
March 3 — Adam Ant (7 p.m., The Warfield, (4If
7722)
March 4 — Mickey Thomas' Starship (9::
Stockton Rocks, 952-3474)
March 5 — Reception for Ralph Reed (7 p.m.,

IKI

Gallery)
March 5-14 — "SnowFest" Winter Carnival
Shore, Tahoe, (916)583-7625)
March 5-7, 12-14 — "Spring Stars/Flower PI.
the Delta College Planetarium (tickets available
Delta Box Office)
March 14 — Bon Jovi (7:30 p.m., Oakland
(510) 762-BASS)

Glenn Griffin

APRIL
April 3 — Guns N' Roses with Brian May (8:30 p.n:

If

Arco Arena 952-2277)
April 2-4, 7-11 — Laser Programs at the Delta Colleg:
Planetarium
The Cemetery Club, starring Ellen Burstyn, Olympia Dukakis and Diane Ladd, is a story of long-term
friends coming to terms with lost love and old age. The film is based on the stage play and directed by Bill
Duke, and is now playing at theaters near you.

Real Astrology
Rob Brezsny

, o _ M r . Jack Daniel's Original Silver

the
skies
for
distant
communiques.
CANCER (JUNE 21-JULY
22): Three questions to guide
this week's self-teaching: 1)
Before your life's over many
years hence, what subjects or
skills do you want to master? 2)
What's the one thing you
understand so completely that
it's blocking the arrival of a
fresh new jolt of deliciously
confusing data that you
desperately need? 3) When the
slithely toves gire and gimbel in
the wabe, why do the borogoves
outgrabe the momerads?
LEO (JULY 23-AUG. 22):
Jungians would call it your
shadow.
Hip astrology
columnists might dub it your
inner spoiled brat. Whatever
name you want to give it, it's
the most interesting part of you
right now—and the most
scared. After having been
locked up in the dark for ages,
it s in no mood to treat anyone
nicer than it treats itself.
Regard it as a cornered animal.
Lead it outside on a sunny day
and show it how to dance with
its own shadow.
VIRGO (AUG. 23-SEPT.
22): If you allowed nature to
take its course, you'd become a
powerful magnet for both good
and bad influences. I'm here to
advise you to immediately shut
down any hidden attractions

David Perk

Senior Staff'

April 8 — Information Society (9:30 p.m., Stockton
Rocks, 952-3474)
April 23 — Reception for Paula Overbay, EncaustK
Painter (7 p.m., UOP Art Gallery)
, April 27-May 9 — Jesus Christ Superstar (Orpheuni

Week of February 18
you might be harboring for
stupid risks or exciting dead
ends. Avoid horror movies,
especially before bedtime, and
put depressing friends on hold.
Hide your money from yourself
so that you don't spend it on
weird junk.
LIBRA (SEPT. 23-OCT. 22):
Don't you think it's about time
you drummed up a few new
vices? Personally, I'd love to see
you try some really exotic
species of mischief, like wearing
wigs to work, correcting your
friends' grammar, or scrawling
juicy passages from Finnegans
Wake on bathroom walls.
SCORPIO (OCT. 23-NOV.
21): You're staring right at a
secret that's the key to a bigger
piece of the pie in the sky.
Maybe you need to cross your
eyes in order to see it. Or
maybe you should tie one hand
behind your back and spin in
circles while hopping on one
foot until you get so dizzy you
fall down and see stars. There's
no telling what crazy stunt will
shock you into the simple act of
claiming what's already yours.
SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22DEC. 20): I strongly suggest
you move the furniture around.
Just get rid of all knick-knacks,
balls and chains, broken dreams
and hairballs that have lost their
meaning. It is time, homeboys
and homegirls, for you to

liberate your home.
CAPRICORN (DEC. 21JAN. 19): Can you keep your
balance (never mind your
dignity) while trying to sit on
two fences at once? As you're
flattered and criticized for the
oddest reasons, can you prevent
your ego from inflating and
deflating like a hyperventilating
lung? Don't try to answer these
questions until you've made
your mind empty and become
as brave as a drunk.
AQUARIUS (JAN. 20-FEB.
18): As a self-taught rebel with
no formal credentials, I
probably sound hypocritical
when I urge you to get yourself
better certified and licensed.
And believe me, I cringe as I
imagine you trying to cram
your talents into a generic
niche. But, frankly, I can no
longer stand to see you miss the
rewards and recognition you'd
be getting if you were willing to
kiss just a little more butt.
PISCES (FEB. 19-MAR. 19):
The Society for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Pisces, of which I
am the official spokesthing, is
ecstatic to see that you've kept
your suffering to a minimum
while throwing off the chains of
your volunteer slavery. Figure
out how much you love yourself
at this moment and multiply it
by a factor of five.
Copyright 1993

Theatre, (415)776-1999 or (510)762-BASS)
MAY
May 7-9, 14-16 — "Spaceship Earth/The Great Barrio
Reef at the Delta College Planetarium (tickets avaUable
through the Delta Box Office)

'Di Delta proudly announces
their Spring, 1993 pledge class:
Kira Cope

Andrea MacWo

Laura Grilli

Amy M.ellen

Kristen Guidi

Annie NorJby

Laura Heartfield

Kerry

O'Connor

Nicole Helmen

A.J. QuintinJ

Krista Holmes

Kristi Se5al

Geeta Isardlas
Carrie Kandasamy

Robyne Sbirby
Mxdlie Steinroan

Lisa Luna
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Thursday night magic at the Spanos Center
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Matt Neuenburg

Tigers dispel conference leading Aggies

CoSports Editor
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A week after the upset of the
year, the UOP Men's Basketball
team pulled another rabbit out
of the hat and sent New Mexico
State home with only its second
conference loss of the year.
Despite playing without
injured starting forward Robert
Richardson, the Tigers led
throughout and clung to a nailbiting finish, winning 71-68.
The team is now 8-1 when
scoring 70 or more points, but
more importantly it has
accomplished what no other
team has: three victories over
the top three teams in the Big
West.
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Tony Amundsen paced the
Tigers with 18 points and
reserve Ben Rishwain was
perfect from three-point land
netting three trys. Rounding
out the double figure scoring
was Michael Jackson and Chuck
Terrell who scored 11 and 10
points respectively.
After the low scoring
opening minutes, the Tigers got
its half court offense in motion
and pulled out with a nine
point lead a half. Continuing
the defensive tenacity shown
against the Rebels, Pacific
frustrated the Aggies who
wanted to run the ball, but
found themselves confined to

half court style of play. Using
the slower tempo to its
advantage, the Tigers held New
Mexico to shooting under 30%
from the floor in the first half.
The Aggies finally got its
offense going with five minutes
to play and began scoring at
will, while Pacific helped as the
players continued their poor
shooting from the free throw
line, but it was too little too late
for the Aggies, as New Mexico
became the second consecutive
Thursday night upset for the
Men's Basketball team.
The crowd was again an
important factor as the Tigers
have found playing at home a

Tigers return to winning ways
Tine Freil shatters record books

Matt Neuenburg

lation, Donovan,
26-1409)

CoSports Editor

r, photographer

After falling to the Hawaii
Wahines for a second straight
game, the UOP Women's
Basketball team came roaring
back to defeat the two strongest
Southern California teams in
the conference.
The Lady Tigers destroyed
perennial conference favorite
Long Beach State 75-55 and
"c then followed that mastery to
=§ displace the third place Santa
a Barbara Gauchos 88-79.
CQ
Along the way, senior point
_ guard Tine Freil dished off an
^astounding
27
assists
collectively between the two
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The Schick Super Hoops
tournament is coming to UOP.
The Schick Super Hoops is an
exciting three tiered event that
takes intramural basketball to
its highest level. It is in its ninth
year at the national level, with
®ore than 250,000 student
Participants.
We will be conducting our
tournament on campus Feb.
in the main gym from 10-4
Pto. The winning team from
HOP will move on to compete
'n the Regional Schick Super
Hoops Tournament at CalHerkeley, March 6. The top
teams from both the female and
toale regional tournament will
eable to fulfill their dream
^hen they advance to the Super
Ho.ops
Divisional
^hampionship in the Great
estern Forum on March 28.
All participants in the Super
0oPs also have the chance to
a fantasy game against a
team of NBA legends in the
uPer
Hoops
Legends

The Pacific Softball team has
started
the 1993 campaign with
Challenge.
Do you think that the some exciting games. The Lady
Regionals are just a fantasy? Tigers, now 4-2, faced
Last year the UOP McGeorge California and Sacramento
School of Law sent a team State last weekend, and split the
which participated in this double-header with each team.
The California Golden Bears
event. Just how well did they
do? They won the regional came to Stockton on Saturday,
tournament. This regional boasting Ail-American pitcher
hosted by Cal, attracted teams Michele Granger. In the first
from 13 schools in the area. The game of the double-header,
McGeorge School posted a Granger pitched a no-hitter
victory in their first game, only against the Tigers, leading
to lose their second. But, the California to a 10-0 victory.
tourney
was
a
double Granger struck out 10, and
pitched her 18th career noelimination. The team went on
hitter.
Lea Lopez took the loss
to sweep five straight games to
face Fresno City College in the for Pacific, giving up six runs in
final. Tree Rollin, of the four innings.
The second game saw the
Houston Rockets, adopted the
team and coached them to an 8 Lady Tigers beat Granger and
the Bears, 2-1. Wendee
point victory.
So UOP, WE CAN DO Espinosa hit a two-run homer
for Pacific, leading the Tigers to
jjiiihiii Come out on the 20th
victory. Brandi Phillips held the
and play your hearts out. The
Great Western Forum awaits Bears in check, giving up only
four hits in the dark-shortened
game. The win against
y The
entries are due no latter
California was great for the
than Feb 17. There is no entry
fee for this event, so there is team, especially leading into its
game against Sac. State the next
nothing to loose. We hope to
day.
see a lot of you out here...
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~ INTRAMURAL UPDATE
David Perkins

highly suitable individuals to
d°nate Life Saving Plasma
Stockton Plasma Centef
246

E.

Church St.

Stockton, CA 95203
465-0284

Miles Inc. will compensate you for your
time spent donating Plasma which
means you can add a s much a s $120 per
—
month toward
• .Your Family Budget
• Club, Church, School
• Favorite Charities or

Organizations
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the night.
Pacific led by 10 points at
the half and never looked back
as it doubled that lead by the
end of the game, despite a big
night from Long Beach center
Melissa Gower who went 10-16
from the floor and scored a
game high 24 points.
Santa Barbara entered as the
best California team in the Big
West, but Bebber had other
ideas, scoring 22 points going
9-14 from the field.
Jacklyn O'Conner came off
the bench to spark the Tigers
with 17 points of her own.
The back court consisted of

games

k >o liseum,

May (8:30 p.m.,

games, moving her into second
place on the NCAA career assist
list. Freil's only the second
player in NCAA history to tally
more than 1000 assists.
Currently Freil is number
two in the nation for assists per
game.Shannon Reed led the
way with 17 points and grabbed
a team high four steals against
the 49ers.
The entire starting team also
scored in double figures
including Karen Vesecky, Lainie
Bebber, Natasha McAtee, Geri
Mclntire and Tine Freil, who
added 10 assists to the cause
earning her a double-double for

.••••
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On Sunday, the Lady Tigers
used hits very efficiently in the
first game of the double-header,
but could not convert in the
nightcap. Lopez took the win in
the first game, as Pacific
defeated the Hornets, 4-2. Kris
McDowell, Reeve Fuller and
Mieko Nagata all had doubles
for Pacific, but it was Anne
Bishops two-run double which
put the Tigers on top. In the
first game, Pacific scored four
runs on only five hits. The
second game was completely
different for the Lady Tigers.
McDowell had three hits for
Pacific, and as a team, the Lady
Tigers pounded out eight hits.
Unfortunately, Pacific scored
only one run, in the 2-1 to the
Hornets. Phillips took the loss,
giving up only two runs on
three hits. The Pacific Softball
team should have a good
season, especially with an
experienced team and a new
coach. Go out and support the
team.

Allie McHugh
Sports Editor
The Pacific Baseball team won two games this weekend,
beating Chico State and splitting with Cal-State Bernadino.
The Tigers, now 5-4, have seen some promise for this year
and have shown its power against Chico.
On Friday, the Tigers pounded 10 hits, en route to an
easy 7-2 win. Eight Pacific batters had at least one hit, with
Chip Sell and Rob Barber getting two each. Chris Amos
had two RBI's for the Tigers, while four others had one
each. Chris Reinheimer pitched five innings for the Tigers,
getting the win. Bill Beck and Dale Dolejsi pitched the final
four innings, holding Chico scoreless.
Cal-State Bernadino, a Division 1-AA school, faced
Pacific on Saturday, beating the Tigers 13-8. The Tigers got
11 hits, with eight starters once again getting at least one
hit. Doug Bame hit a homer for the Tigers, driving in one
run, while teammates Jarod Sproule and Amos drove in
two runs each. Lorenzo Hidalgo took the loss for the
Tigers, pitching almost five innings, and giving up seven
runs on 10 hits.
The Sunday afternoon game against Bernadino saw the
Tigers score two runs in the eighth inning to win 6-4.
Danny Miller went seven innings for Pacific, giving up
eight hits and striking out six. Victor Sanchez had three
hits for the Tigers, including a triple and drove in two runs.
Barber was the hero for the game, driving in two runs,
including the game-winner. Five Pacific players scored runs
in the victory to help the Tigers' record improve to 5-4.

Experience for your Future!!

CALIFORNIA

UNIVERSITY

PAINTERS

Gain Management skills for your f uture and
resume. Learn Marketing, Hiring, Sales, and
Production. We are looking for motivated
UOP students to put in hard work to earn up
to $30k this summer. Complete training
begins in March. Hiring ends February 28.

CALL NOW. 1-800-400-9332
For aDnlication and information.

CASH FOR COLLEGE
Private Scholarships.

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY FOUNDATION^

anothet double-double night
for Freil, scoring 14 points and
an impressive 17 assists, while
Mclntire hit three key threepointers on her way to 15
points. The contest was tied
entering the second period, but
the Tigers pulled out the upset
holding on down the stretch for
an important nine point
victory. Pacific is now 14-6
overall and in fifth place at 7-5
in the Big West.
The two-game win streak is
just what the Tigers needed for
momentum as the players face a
two game road trip against New
Mexico State and the top team
in the Big West, UNLV, this
weekend.

Baseball wins
two of three

BROUGHT TO
YOU BY
TWO BEERS
ANB SOME
GOLD
MEDICINE.
Alcohol and medicine can affect your
balance, coordination, and vision.
After drinking or taking medication,
don't ride. That's the best r~g-—
prescription for your safety.YW

very rewarding experience this
year. Pacific is 8-3 at the
Spanos Center for the season
and the last six games have been
attended by over 3,000 people
per game, a Pacific record. The
Tigers return to the Spanos
center next Thursday for a
match against fourth place Cal
State Fullerton, in a battle for
conference standings. The
Tigers also beat UN-Reno last
week on ESPN.
Looking ahead, Pacific has
been the only team this season
to defeat New Mexico, Long
Beach and UNLV. With that
confidence in mind, the Big
West conference seedings will
mean nothing when it comes
down to game time, which is
less than a month away.
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(Continued from page 3)

(Continued from page 1)

(Continued from page 2)

easy (and enjoyable) ways to
examine options. Activities
scheduled to date include:
•Information Sessions—
beginning with Andersen
Consulting, Tuesday, Feb. 16,
7:30-9 p.m., Redwood Room—
take place throughout the
months ahead.
Updated
schedules are available in
Career Services. While students
who plan to interview with
these organizations must
attend, all others (especially
juniors) are also encouraged to
be there. These are informal
information exchanges, not
formal interviews. What better
way to learn about potential
careers and employers?
•ICNC/PUN Career Fair,
Thursday, Feb. 25, 2-7 p.m.,
Oakland Pare Hotel, Oakland.
This event brings together job
seekers from more than 12 Bay
Area schools and more than 40
employers. It's one of the best
fairs of its kind in the region.
See you there!
•"Professional Imaging:
Keys to Landing Your First Job,"
Tuesday, March 2, 7-8 p.m.,
Presidents Room (adjacent to
Regents Dining Room). Learn
from recruiting professionals
how to make the very best first
impressions and how to take
steps to increase your job search
potential for success. Everyone
interviews sometime, so
everyone can benefit from this
kind of workshop.
Now is the time to visit
Career Services and address any
career related issues. Until next
week, just remember: There is
no time like the present, so do
it now! Just do it!

contribute to MEP. "I express
our gratitude to Pac Tel," said
Martin. "They were the first
company to come in and offer
major financial support. With
their example, we have had
several players contribute major
gifts to us. So I think that they
ventured out to support us and
as a result, made others feel
comfortable
in
making
donations." Other contributors
include Spink Corporation,
Apple Computer, Inc. Lockheed
Corporation, Kjeldsen-Sinnock
8c Associates, Inc. and
Advanced Cardio-Vascular
Systems, Inc.
Currently 14.63 percent of
UOP's 287 engineering students
are participating in MEP. This
is a seven percent increase since
the program's establishment in
1990.

eliminate many cases going
before a judicial committee.
The Bemidji judicial board,
after hearing both sides of a
date rape story, often
recommend that students
attend alcohol rehabilitation
classes, relationship education
classes and women's studies
classes, rather than expelling
them.
Throughout the country,
campus judicial officers appear
to be in favor of strong
punishment for any rapist
found guilty by the university
system.
In a recent survey conducted
by the Towson State University
Campus Violence Prevention
Center in Maryland, 76 percent
of campus judicial affairs
officers surveyed throughout
the country favored expelling a
person from the campus who is
found guilty of rape.
Accused rapists are not the
only ones filing lawsuits against
colleges. In some cases, victims
are also seeking monetary
rewards.
A young woman recently
filed an $18.9 million suit
against
George
Mason
University in Virginia, claiming
that campus police bungled the
investigation and that the
university administration tried
to whitewash the crime.
The woman said she was
raped by three former George
Mason University students who
attacked her in her dorm room
just five days after the freshman
student arrived on campus. She
said she did not know her
assailants.

Reno

(Continued from page 1)

she has stated that she has never
hired an illegal alien.
Clinton said he was
"somewhat but not entirely"
inclined to nominate a woman
for the position, and he said he
considered four men in spite of
intense lobbying from women's
groups.
Reno is confident of a
speedy Senate confirmation.
"You (news media) have been
looking at me very hard for the
past 15 years, and I don't think
it's going to be much different,"
she said. Her confirmation
hearing is scheduled to begin
next month.
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Women

Grants

(Continued from page 1)

particularly aimed at

op N

Coulibaly, who is also the
the

African-American youth,
must mentor and support ot er
African-American females who
have goals in our areas of
education," Mayne said. We
have the power to give others
the extra push to hang in there.
"There is considerable work
to be done," said Washington,
who accredited much of her rise
to success to her mother.

As a professor who has
worked with many who have
never worked around black
people before, Russ said, It is a
learning process and I
sometimes feel the burden of
making those first steps as a
black woman in higher
education.

director of studentjeachers a,

undLanfngresP^f^henr

— «umen.
was, "The same PnJV
as a black woman • S[
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are a white w0ma>

timid. We cannot bc H

and very proud of that,
Coulibaly said. "It is important
to value all of the mull-cultures
of this system, especially those
of (working) in higher
education and education. In
general, we need to make sure
every person is included.
As a special key-note
speaker, See talked about her
struggle for tenure at the
University of Georgia and how
she is maintaining her ground
in her fight against university
officials. Her advice to black

you can operate in
you can operate in

in all, the pa„d"J
proved to be a Rre.. C(i
with most panelists Jl
a closing note that 's?
power in numbers !
there is a strong need?
culturalism." Rehman

was really interesting J
success. Basically,^;1
learned
is that
there s,"
—
to
uwi uierej
hooe for
for women :in e«i,"
hope
especially for African-?
women in general."
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Don't Fight the Media,
Join it!
Instead of complaining about The Pacifican,
your input! The following positions are open:
• Co-Sports Editor (Paid)
• Production Crew (Must know Quark Xpress)Paid
• Staff Writer
Please Apply at The Pacifican, Third Floor, Hand Hall
or call 946-2155 and ask for Allison
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Prospective writers meeting Tuesday, 8
p.m. at the Pacifican office. No obligation.
All those interested in writing are
encouraged to attend. Free pizza.
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